
Honorable City Council and Committees, 
  
I live in the Hermon community of Los Angeles and applaud you for continuing to tackle the very 
complicated issue of transients and encampments and their impact on public safety and the 
enjoyment of public lands.  The swifter, reasonable action of this Council File will go a long way 
to deter this endless cycle of notice, wait, clean, and repeat that affects our community of 
neighbors and businesses every day. 
  
We are finding that as the homeless that want a way out of their situation have taken the City's 
help with each wave of removing the encampments, that we are left more and more with those 
suffering with untreated mental illness and more of the criminal element. This has made those 
areas very unsafe and scary for the students from kindergarten to high school that walk pass 
the camps every day to school. 
  
Please support Council File 14-1656 for the safety of my historic community of Hermon, and 
for all other communities striving to feel safe in our neighborhoods. 
 
Thank you, 
Wendi Riser  
Founder, Hermon Advance Team 
 

  



 

To whom it may concern, 

 

I live at 5605 Bushnell Way and we are very close to the growing homeless encampments on 

the Arroyo between ave 42 and via marisol next to the 110. We strongly support council file 14-

1656. We want to feel safe in our neighborhood again. 

 

Member of the Hermon neighborhood of L.A. 

 

Best 

Tom Kracauer 

  



Dear L.A. City Council and Committees, 
 
I, Anh-Thu Pham, currently reside in the Hermon neighborhood of Los Angeles, am in SUPPORT of the new 
proposed ordinance Council File 14-1656. 
 
Anh-Thu Pham 
5605 Bushnell Way  
Los Angeles, CA 90042 

  



We are from HERMON Neighborhood of L.A. and STRONGLY  SUPPORT  LA City 
Council recommendations re: Homeless Encampment Regulations. 
Respectfully submitted: Douglas/Annie Sakamoto May 25, 2015 
 
Sent from Windows Mail 
  



The Hermon neighborhood (in Highland Park, east of the Arroyo Seco)  is seeing parks and hillsides removed from use by 

residents as they become more or less permanent encampments for  homeless people -  as well as a significant increase in 

petty and mail thievery.   We are a mixture of growing resentment and the more useful desire to resolve this for everyone. 

 

Please support File 14-16656 as a step towards calm while long term resolutions are sought -- 

   

Thanks 

Judy Shane    


